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The vision and intention for all Rise Park learning is that all elements of the curriculum and 

school life will be supported by the RISE PARK ‘Learning Powers’ as set out above and  

below: 

Respect 

Inspiration 

Self-Belief 

Excellence 

Passion 

Achievement 

Resilience 

Knowledge 

 

 

These 8 learning powers encompass the three founding Rise Park Trust values of learning: 

“Respect, Belief, Excellence”.  These 8 learning powers guide the delivery of learning, 

both in and out of lessons – and how all members of the Rise Park community interact and 

work with each other.   They combine to form the whole vision for our curriculum delivery 

and school life. 
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The learning powers in action represent the following attributes of learning: 

Respect 

This is about respecting myself and respecting others.  This means being kind to each other in every 

situation, kind to the world around us, and making everyone feel welcome in our school.  We value 

each other’s contributions and every member of our community.  We enhance and celebrate 

everybody’s similarities and differences. 

Inspiration 

I can inspire others to do well, encouraging them to do their best and share successes with others.  I 

am creative, inspired by everything and everyone around me – using my imagination to expand my 

thinking.  I challenge others to go further and enjoy being challenged myself. 

Self-Belief 

I am confident because I believe that I learn from every experience – my successes and my mistakes.  

I am confident to share my ideas with others, showing my belief in them.  I am driven to overcome 

challenges to achieve my personal goals, knowing that I can ask for help when I need it.   

Excellence 

I strive to do my best in everything I do and I encourage others to do the same. 

Passion 

I am excited about learning and enjoy learning new things.  I am curious about the world and rise to 

all inspiring opportunities.  I share the things that I am personally interested in and these are 

celebrated in our community.  My passion motivates me and ignites passion in others. 

Achievement 

I use all my learning powers to achieve my full potential.  My achievements are celebrated with 

others, whether they are personal or part of a team.  Achievement shows in effort, growth and 

improvement, as well as my successes.   

Resilience 

I use every experience as a learning opportunity.  I keep going and don’t give up, despite difficulties I 

may face, encouraging others to also do this.  I reflect on past experiences to help me positively cope 

with new challenges.   

 

Knowledge 

I can share what I have learned, using skills to demonstrate knowledge gained.  I can transfer my 

understanding and skills into other subjects and aspects of life.  I can apply my prior learning to build 

towards future learning. I recognise my lifelong ability to learn and grow. 

 

 

 


